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Abstract

With popular television shows and films focusing on the issue of sex trafficking, many
discursive constructions of the issue allow for a "script" to be followed and replicated in
many anti-trafficking discourses. Ultimately, the constructions of the issue become a
basis of understanding on sex trafficking, which can consequentially limit the availability
and accuracy of anti-trafficking resources. From examining popular discourses and their
construction of sex trafficking on a global and U.S. scale, to creating an educational
program designed for college-level courses on the realities of trafficking, this project
focuses on de-bunking the myths of sex trafficking on a local level. By using a
framework of applied communication and social justice with a Transnational Feminist
lens, this creative thesis project examined the ways in which students in select courses at
Eastern Illinois University understood sex traffic_,king prior to the educational program, as
well as after the presentations.
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of whose efforts are to raise awareness about the issue to combat and prevent it.
Specifically, this "script" perpetuates stereotypical and ethnocentric representations of
people who have been trafficked based on assumptions of their race, ethnicity, and
poverty-stricken status. Consequently, this "script" provides a limiting notion about sex
trafficking and who is sex trafficked, leaving little to no room to complicate the issue. For
instance, both females and males, as well as the young and old can be trafficked.
However, my focus is on women and young girls because popular discourses about sex
trafficking focus on this population, thus providing a foundation for this project's content.
Review of Literature

The literature about human trafficking revealed three common themes that
assisted me in identifying the limiting ways in which human trafficking, as well as
women and young girls who have been trafficked, are discursively constructed. The three
themes in the literature reviewed include, on an international level, "Third World
victims," and on a national level, "Non-White" and "White Western victims." Within the
first theme, the "perfect victim" pertains to the "Third World" woman, who is read as
"backward" and "traditional" (Mohanty, 2003). Within the second theme, the "blameless
and pure, white Western Woman" is represented. The "West" in this instance emerges
from the U.S., which Mohanty (2003) identified as "progressive" and "modern" within
common discourses. The third theme within the literature is that persons who are
trafficked are framed discursively as needing "rescue" and "assistance" (from
White/Western "saviors").
The "Perfect Victim": The Poor, Non-White, Third World Woman
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With a focus on the issue of sex trafficking on an international level in non-profit
organizations, there is a commodified image in these organizational discourses of the
"perfect Third World woman victim." The "perfect victim" in this context is constructed
as being a Brown/ Third World woman, who is poor, and vulnerable. This image thus
overpowers the contexts of sex trafficking of women in the United States which not only
becomes about just women and young girls, but also those that fit the "perfect victim"
type. These constructions, which are rooted in stereotypes about race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and gender, discursively construct women and girls who are trafficked
as "merely victims" which ultimately positions health and human service professionals as
"rescuers of the victims" (which I address in a later section). Additionally, as identified
by Dogra (2011) and Uy (2011), these representations of"Third World women victims"
are also portrayed as "needy," "weak," and therrfore needing saving and protection.
As further discussed by Dogra (2011), the "term 'woman' describes not a [real]
person but a political subject in development discourses, such as in international
development non-government organizations, which become crucial to our understandings
of ideologies, power balance, and relationships" (333). Some of these ideologies, power
balances, and relationships, can be connected to the notion of "Orientalism" as discussed
by Said (1978) when stating, "Orientalism is fundamentally a political doctrine willed
over the Orient because the Orient was weaker than the West, which elided the Orient's
difference with its weakness ... As a cultural apparatus Orientalism is all aggression,
activity, judgment, will-to-truth, and knowledge" (p.204). We can understand the
conceptualization of the "Third World" woman as covered under Said's (1978)
Orientalism. The dichotomy between the West! Rest has been upheld and circulated
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Eastern European "Third World" women is discursively constructed to present trafficked
persons on an international level as living in "deplorable conditions" (205). The
"deplorable" conditions can entail terms expressed earlier when referring to Mohanty's
(2003) critique of scholars locating "Third World women," such as living in
underdeveloped locations, rural and urban poverty, "overpopulation" of an area, etc.
(p.47). Furthermore, this image of the "perfect victim" is constructed and circulated in
relation to international sex trafficking where a young woman, typically non-English
speaking, is portrayed as impoverished with bare feet and dirty clothing, desperate for
help anywhere she can find it, to either support herself or her family, and is tricked or
captured (Uy, 2011). On a national level, however, discursive constructions of "nonwhite" trafficked persons are circulated with various assumptions about those whom are
trafficked which can follow those of the "third world" female subject/ perfect victim, yet
are framed as more devious.
There are limited representations and constructions of United States citizen
women and girls who are trafficked, due to the fact that many of the cases of trafficking
for these individuals are framed as "criminals" arrested for prostitution (Doezema, 2010).
The framing of these women and girls as "criminals" is rooted within racial discourses
and ultimately is linked with socio-economic status. As identified by Aradu (2003),
Doezema (2010), and Mohanty (2003) there

ar~

representations in a national context for

the United States of "non-white" trafficked women becoming the "Third World victim"
status, but are framed as "menacing to society," "promiscuous," or "deviant." In this
context, Doezema (2010) recognized a consistently strong dichotomy between the "White
slave" and the "impoverished and destructive whore" which is maintained within
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discourses circulating on the issue of trafficking, today. This can be seen in news reports,
or testimonies of those who are trafficked circulated online or within documentaries. For
instance, cases of trafficking of women and girls for sex, with white women who are
vulnerable to trafficking or trafficked, the situation is framed as coincidental.
A "circumstantial" case occurred in 2013, Bailey Gates, a white, middle class female
agreed to join a man she met online in New York City. Before she left the airport, police
were contacted and stopped her after leaving the plane. The officer informed her if she
met up with the man, she would most likely have been sex trafficked. She contacted him
later to thank him for rescuing her and expressed her newfound beliefs in Christianity. On
the other hand, cases of trafficking are reported as prostitution, thus leading to the arrest
of the individuals. Many of these cases include the situations of non-white women who
are United States citizens. Typically, the women are constructed as "the hypersexualized, drug addicted, lower class, prostitute," who has participated in the risky
behavior, and thus brought their situation upon themselves (Doezema, 2010; Lee, 2011).
A comparison is then created between the non-white United States woman and the White
United States woman in relation to sex trafficking to identify which situations are
circumstantial, and which are due to the individual's personal, destructive choices leading
them to be trafficked.
The "Innocent/Pure Victim": The Beautiful White Western Woman
The counterpart to the "Third World woman victim" and "non-white Western
woman" is the discursive constructions and representations of the "White Western
woman," identified in traditional Western discourses dating back to the 19th century
concerning "white slavery" (Doezema, 2010). In the "West" with modem trafficking
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During the period of American slavery, constructions of white womanhood as
chaste, domesticated, and morally pure had everything to do with corresponding
constructions of the black slave woman as promiscuous, available plantation workers. It
is the intersection of the various systemic networks of class, race, (hetero )sexuality, and
nation, then that position us as 'women'" (Mohanty, p.55, 2003).
Many of the findings in the literature concerning the "White Western woman"
subject position identify it in opposition to those found in the literature on the "Third
World/ Non-White Woman" subject position. This ultimately provides an interesting
examination of the discursively constructed dichotomy between the categories attempting
to provide a clean-cut distinction between human trafficking cases. The dichotomy is
rooted in stereotypical notions of race and ethnicity, as well as socio-economic status.
Women within the "White Western" category have been constructed as "captured,
innocent, white, and pure" females who have fallen victim to trafficking. In her book, Sex
Slaves and Discourse Masters: The Construction of Trafficking (2010), Doezema
explains how the Blackness of the pimp figure was "used to underscore the white slavery
victim's innocence, making it impossible for her to have consented, and could only exist
in opposition to black women, for whom consent was considered irrelevant" (Le Travail,
n.d., p.244). In addition to racialized themes within literature concerning the "White
Western victim" are those linked to socio-economic status.
Socio-economic status for the "White Western Woman" who is trafficked is split
discursively between the "middle class" and "lower class." Hoyle, Bosworth, and
Dempsey (2011) identified in their study, in which poor women who were trafficked,
consented to sex work with their traffickers, or were misled about expectations of their
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work by their pimp in order to gain financial independence. As identified by Lee (2011 ),
if women of the "middle and lower" class participated in "risky behavior" such as drug
use or perhaps working in exotic dance clubs, then trafficking was brought upon
themselves.
It is common that women who are categorized as wealthy and/or upper to middle

class are represented as not having consented, and therefore were captured and forced
into human trafficking (see e.g., Doezema, 2010; Hoyle, Bosworth, and Dempsey, 2011).
These images are commonly depicted and reinforced in popular culture films, such as
Taken (see e.g., Baker, 2014). In the film, Kim, the daughter of a retired CIA agent is
kidnaped while on a trip to Paris. She is from a wealthy household, young, a US citizen,
who is also white and innocent. There was no consent on her part, therefore she is the
"innocent/pure victim." Ultimately, the discursive constructions of women and girls who
are trafficked are linked to the assumptions made about demographic categories of race
and ethnicity and socio-economic status and have affected how "help"/ "assistance"/ and
"saving" persons who are trafficked is framed. By constructing trafficked persons as
"merely victims," the problem arises of placing nonprofit workers as the benevolent
humanitarian who can speak for and about "victims" (Alcoff, 1991-1992). The result in
this placement of nonprofit workers then limits agency for the women and young girls
who are trafficked.

Victims Needing a Savior: (Western) Health and Human Service Agencies Come to
the Rescue
As discussed by Lee (2011 ), a hierarchy of trafficking victimhood is linked to the
discourses and image construction of those who are trafficked. At the top of the hierarchy
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are those who are considered the "ideal or perfect victim." These individuals, as
discussed in the previous sections, either fall into the "Third World victim" category as
being disheveled, needing to be rescued, and vulnerable, or, fall into the category of the
"White Western victim" who is pure, innocent, beautiful, and captured. On the lower end
of the hierarchy are nationally as well as internationally "risky lifestyles," such as those
living in lawless communities, drug users, former criminals, and non-citizens; therefore,
qualifying as "less deserving" of inclusion in laws, policies, and agendas. An example of
the hierarchy of victirnhood in action is addressed in Konstantopoulos' et. al, (2013)
research, which reveals the negative attitudes of healthcare professionals toward victims
of trafficking due to the stigma of their work, their gender, socioeconomic class, and
other factors. Thereby, non-profit workers' attitudes are influenced by, as well as
perpetuate, the myths and stereotypes about women and young girls who have been
trafficked. Ultimately, women and young girls who have been trafficked are subject to
the ideology of"white men saving brown women" (Spivak, 1988, p.92), and thus the
"white man's burden" (Grewal, 2005) to rescue and care for "these victims." The
ideological assumption of the Western white male saving those who have been trafficked
has been amply critiqued, (see e.g Doezema, 2010; Lee, 2013; Uy, 2011.; Grewal,
2005; Shome& Hegde, 2002; Spivak,1988; and Mohanty, 1991), and yet are still
reflected and maintained in popular discourses on human trafficking.
The "White Western Male saving the victim of trafficking" has been identified by
Baker (2014) in the popular film, Trade (2007). In the film, a 13 year old girl from
Mexico is kidnapped for sex trafficking. Her brother, Jorge, who is seventeen, takes it
upon himself to rescue her. When Jorge fails at rescuing her himself, he seeks out the
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critique of a global sisterhood reflects the understanding that sisterhood cannot be
assumed on the basis of gender, but instead forged in concrete historical and political
practice and analysis" (p.58). A transnational feminist perspective "extends discussions
of the intersection of demographic categories like race, class, gender, and sexuality
situated within the relationship of particular nation-states, including histories of
capitalism, colonialism, and military conflict" (p.59). Dempsey (2009) adds that a
"transnational feminist perspective locates the need to attend to the ways in which
problematic treatments of difference, such as essentialism, play out within transnational
forms of organizing" (p.61). To further this idea, I referred to Crenshaw's (n.d.)
discussion on political strategies challenging subordinating practices while maintaining
others.
She further explains that "political strategies that challenge only certain
subordinating practices while maintaining existing hierarchies not only marginalize those
who are subject to multiple systems of subordination but also often result in the
oppositionalizing race and gender discourses" (p. 112-113). She continues to argue that
an intersectional critique is thus important in uncovering the ways in which the reformist
politics of one discourse enforce subordinating aspects of another" (p.113). Similar to this
argument and relating it to representations of those directly affected by trafficking,
Freeman (2009) cites Black (2001), and states:
To be ethical, advocacy communicators must avoid the kind of manipulative,
misleading, and reductionist message constructions that are characteristics of propaganda,
such as reliance on authority figures; use of unverifiable abstractions; belief in a fixed,
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polarized world; reduction of complex issues into a simplified cause and effect; and
emphasis on conflict over cooperation (p.271 ).
As a researcher interested in focusing on the subjects outside of a U.S. context, I
acknowledge the possible dilemmas that can emerge from my own positionality.
Therefore, I approached this project mindful of my privileged white female, US
citizenship positionality, who has not been trafficked. Furthermore, I drew on
postcolonial and transnational feminist scholarship to frame my project. When reflecting
upon my own preconceived notions of sex trafficking, as discussed in the introduction of
this proposal, I traced back many representational issues which have been formulated and
expressed repeatedly in anti-trafficking messages. Many of these constructions I initially
believed to be true, were those that set up cases of trafficking either within the "Third
World woman" category or the "White Western woman" category. Being mindful and
self-reflexive of ethical implications in my study, I applied the idea of the complexities of
the intersection of demographic categories to further understand how it applies to
representation through the discourses of various organizations and mediums in the
construction of the vulnerable/ exploited woman. To achieve this, I utilized an applied
communication and social justice framework to unpack these complexities of human
trafficking to educate others on the issue.
The identified categories of, "The 'Perfe..:t Victim': The Poor, Non-white, Third
World Woman in contrast to "The 'Innocent/Pure Victim': The Beautiful White Western
Woman" that have been revealed and problematized in the literature, has no doubt been
the foundation for a broader publics knowledge about human trafficking, as it was for me.
After examining the understanding of sex trafficking amongst health and human
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Reflecting back upon Armbruster-Sandoval's (2005) research, teaching social justice
through radical pedagogy can be an extremely difficult task to take on, such as attempting
to critically examine racism, challenging racism and promoting alliances with students in
a short amount of time, such as a semester, or within a class period, but a rewarding
opportunity once the seed of change is planted amongst others. In order to achieve
change in our community, education becomes a key foundation in making this change
occur, therefore the mission of applied communication comes into play when merging
theory and practicality together to accomplish teaching social justice within a classroom
setting.
Since applied communication is not tied to a specific topic/ phenomena (Kreps,
Frey, & O'Hair, 1992), and is rather focused on social problems and making a difference
in people's lives, and as discussed by Eschenfelder (2011), "applied communication
research focuses on specific communication contexts or situations in a manner that
provides 'insight to the solution of social problems' or 'leads to interventions that make a
difference in people's lives (as cited in Cissna, 1995)." (p. 39). Therefore, I was able to
utilize the framework within my own project to assess the student's current knowledge of
trafficking before the informational session, as well as after the session, to further analyze
and educate others on the discursive mylths of trafficking.
In Cissna's letter from the editor in the Journal of Applied Communication Research,
they explain:
Applied communication research involves such a question or problem of human
communication or examines human communication in order to provide an answer
or solution to the question or problem. The intent or goal of the inquiry (as
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Following the toolkit presentation, I presented information about new global
efforts in combating trafficking. Students were given an article titled "Sweetie," that
explains how an interactive computerized image of a girl is able to locate "Johns"
globally (Memmott, 2013). After reading this article, we had an open discussion where
the students were able to ask questions. After the discussion period, I concluded the
presentation with a "Post-presentation reflection" (as was done in each of the class
sessions here after).
STEP 5: POST-REFLECTIONS
To conclude the presentation, students filled out the post-presentation reflection,
which asked the same questions as the pre-presentation reflection. Providing them the
same set of questions for their reflection helps to assess how their answers may have
changed (or not) after the presentation was completed.
Health and Communication course at Eastern Illinois University
Prior to presenting in the Health and Communication course, I made adjustments
to the presentation/ program based on what I learned from the nursing course (elaboration
of what was changed is explained in each step below). Dr. Gill scheduled me for 50
minutes in the class, enabling me to make adjustments to what I presented in the nursing
class. Since I had 30-40 more minutes of presentation time, I re-considered what
activities could be expanded upon. For instance, with more time, I could show a film
trailer and interview clips with survivors of sex-trafficking. Subsequently, since this was
a communication-based course, I could focus more on the discursive constructions of
trafficking within the film trailers, as well as in the interview. This way, students could
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identify and understand the ways in which trafficking is generally described and
portrayed. By adding a film trailer and an interview I chose to cut a few videos of global
efforts to combat trafficking. The additional time allotted would then set the stage for a
more detailed and fruitful discussion.
Step 1: PRE-PRESENTATION REFLECTION
I distributed the same "pre-presentation reflection," that I used in the nursing class
at the University of Illinois.
Step 2: WHAT IS SEX TRAFFICKING? Following the pre-presentation response
writing activity, I began with a new activity, which I have titled "Identifying Common
Description of Trafficking." This activity is adopted from the Illinois Coalition Against
Sexual Assault (I CASA) volunteer training program I participated in through the Sexual
Assault Counseling and Information Services. I designed it to help myself, as well as the
class, identify the ways in which we understand trafficking. For my activity I wrote a
chart on the board that included four categories: "Sex," "Sex Trafficking," "Traffickers/
Controllers," and "Trafficked Persons." In order, I asked students to describe what they
thought of when they hear these terms/phrases, or, to share descriptors of each
term/phrase. When describing the ways in which "sex" is discursively constructed,
students shared phrases such as "screwing" or "banging chicks," whereas "sex
trafficking" was described as "men kidnapping young girls," or "selling sex slaves." We
connected the aggressive, and/or, male-centered ways in which "sex" is described and
known discursively to how sex trafficking is understood.
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STEP 5: MEDIA PORTRAYALS OF TRAFFICKING
Following the interview, I played the music video by "The Killers" entitled
Goodnight, Travel Well. The video showed the transition of a young female meeting up
with a male in a hotel (seemingly consensual), while providing flashbacks to her
moments before being held captive and abused by her trafficker. While viewing the
video, I encouraged students to watch for themes in the video that may have provided
only one perspective on trafficking.
STEP 6: DFC HUMAN TRAFFICKING NURSING TOOLKIT
I then asked the students to break into pairs to review the nursing identification of
trafficking checklist with their new knowledge on the issue. Although these were nonnursing students, this checklist provided a tangible example of how trafficking can be
constructed. Some of the constructions match common misconceptions of trafficking,
while other red flags presented assist students in understanding various components of a
case of trafficking.
STEP 7: POST-PRESENTATION REFLECTIONS
At the conclusion of my presentation, I distributed the post-presentation
reflections to students.

Communication, Race, and Ethnicity, at Eastern Illinois University
I was allotted 75 minutes in the Communication, Race, and Ethnicity class for my
presentation. After meeting with Dr. T. M. Linda Scholz prior to the presentation, we
discussed the changes deemed necessary for this presentation while still incorporating
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this map provided a good statistical representation of cases reported, I explained to
students the importance of understanding cases reported should not be conflated with
existing un-reported cases of trafficking. The number of cases reported do not provide a
true representation of the number of cases of trafficking globally. Thus, the issue is much
more severe than even the thousands of cases recognized by reports.
Step 4: MEDIA PORTRAYALS OF TRAFFICKING
I once again showed the trailer for the film Trade. Our discussion about this
trailer centered on race, ethnicity, and gender. Additionally, the students discussed the
"Benevolent Humanitarian syndrome" in relation to the "White Western Male saving the
victims of trafficking" specifically.
Step 5: INTERVIEW WITH TANYA STREET
The same clips from the interview from the previous presentation were used in
this presentation. I emphasized the importance of understanding that race or ethnicity
does not determine whether or not a person is trafficked. In other words, persons
trafficked are from all racial and ethnicity social identity categories. By sharing Tanya's
interview, I was able to dispel the myth that trafficking only occurs at the US border with
Mexico. In short, students were able to get a sense that persons trafficked come from a
diversity of backgrounds.
Step 6: POST-PRESENTATION RESPONSES
To conclude this presentation, I distributed the post-presentation responses to
have students reflect upon our discussion and what they learned about localized sex
trafficking.
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The students first filled out the pre-presentation questionnaire (as in the other
presentations).
Step 2: WHAT IS SEX TRAFFICKING?
I again started the next phase of the presentation with the "Identifying Common
Descriptions of Trafficking" activity. My focus, this time, was not explicitly connected to
race and ethnicity, or gender, as it was broken down in the former presentations. Rather,
these social identity categories were more so represented through the various case
examples I showed to students. As I did in the previous sessions, I asked students to
describe how they either know trafficking in rehttion to these categories, or how they
have observed common discourses surrounding trafficking.
Step 3: POWERPOINT PRESENTATION
I used the same PowerPoint that I used for the Latin/a Human Rights and
Discourse/s class. The PowerPoint was broad enough to prompt a fruitful discussion
without focusing to heavily on theory.
Step 4: MEDIA PORTRAYALS OF TRAFFICKING
I played the trailer for the film Trade and explained to students the critique of
some anti-trafficking efforts. Many of these efforts construct the issue as a "Third World"
issue rather than as one which does occur in the United States with individuals of various
demographic backgrounds.
Step 5: INTERVIEW WITH TANYA STREET
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I played clips from the interview with Tanya Street to personalize the statistics in
the PowerPoint presentation. These clips also provided a connection to the critique of
anti-trafficking discourses constructing it as a "Third World" problem. I then discussed
with students how anyone from various demographic backgrounds can be traffickers or
be trafficked persons.

Step 6: POST-PRESENTATION RESPONSES
To conclude this presentation, I asked students to fill out the post-presentation
response, followed by questions they had of the presentation.

DATA THEMATIC ANALYSIS
Pre-and-post presentation responses were examined methodologically using
thematic analysis. The pre-presentation response themes included, a) human bodies as
capital, b) the wretched-ness of trafficking, and c) the exotification of others. Following
the themes reflected in the pre-presentation data, the themes in the post-presentation data
included, a) relationships are complicated, b) trafficking occurs at "home," c) the
invisibility of trafficked bodies, and d) students taking responsibility for change. In
utilizing this method, I was able to compare how students described trafficking before
and after the presentation based on their responses.

Pre-Response Data Thematic Analysis
When reading through the pre-response data for keywords and phrases the
students used, three themes were located within the student's comments:
(1) Human Bodies as Capital
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(2) Wretched-ness of Trafficking,
(3) The Exotification of Others.
Within each theme, sub-themes were discovered from the statements and phrases the
students used in their pre-and-post-presentation responses, which asked:
1) What is human trafficking?
2) Who is involved in human trafficking (who is/ can be a victim, who are the traffickers,
etc.)? 3) Where does trafficking occur?
4) Why does it occur?
In an attempt to avoid using leading questions and skewing answers from students, I
asked generalized and broad questions in the pre-and-post-responses to gain a true
comparison of a potential shift in answers for the students.

Human Bodies as Capital
This theme reveals students understanding of trafficking involving the
commodification of bodies for sex or labor. Altrough, as trafficking is a complicated
issue, students demonstrated a generalized and sometimes misinformed understanding of
what trafficking is. A majority of students described sex trafficking as "slavery" where
there is the selling of a person by and to a stranger. Furthermore, most of these responses
focusing on human bodies as capital were described as the bodies being trafficked
belonging to young girls. These young girls' bodies, as students described, are being
kidnapped and sold (or bribed), similar to slavery. After discussing the "type" of person
who is trafficked, many students provided descriptions of traffickers. When explaining
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2011; Uy, 2011), as well as seen in the pre-presentation responses. Several students
across each course provided similar responses in which they identified that traffickers can
be those in interpersonal relationships with those being trafficked, such as family
members, family friends, significant others, etc.
A student in the Communication, Race, and Ethnicity course shared, "I learned
that a lot of trafficking is not just the kidnapping and selling of individuals but can be
someone manipulating another. Sometimes individuals think they are just prostituting
themselves and later learn they were manipulated into doing it." Many other students
throughout the courses explained in their responses that people can "choose" to be
prostituted rather than forced into it, which derived from the subject of"[no ]consent" in
trafficking relationships.

Trafficking Occurs at Home
Students' post-presentation responses creating the theme, "Trafficking Occurs at
Home," identified sex trafficking as a localizeci, rather than just a "third world issue."
During the presentation, I showed a map of the United States that highlights where
reported-cases of heavy trafficking takes place. The most reported cases persisted along
the coast as well as within major cities, especially in the Midwest. Once examining the
map, paired with documentary clips from local survivor's testimonies, students included
in their post-presentation responses shock and new awareness of trafficking taking place
so close to home. For instance, a student in the nursing class wrote: "I had primarily
considered human trafficking an 'out of country thing,' was not aware how prevalent it is
in the United States ... " whereas another student in the Health and Communication course
explained, "one big thing I learned from today's lecture is that sex trafficking can be done
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while you are still at home, by your significant other. A victim of trafficking does not
have to be kidnapped from their hometown."
Similarly, a few students in the Communication, Race, and Ethnicity class
addressed the locality of trafficking in the Midwest specifically when explaining: "I
learned a lot of trafficking happens in the Midwest and even more in the U.S." and "I
didn't realize that it was such a huge issue in the Midwest. I only thought big cities and
coastlines. The case of the spa in Mattoon really shocked me!" This student in particular
was referring to the reported arrest for prostitution of a woman at Bally Spa in Mattoon
and possibly another ring in Effingham. Although news reports labeled it prostitution, I
discussed specific warning signs linked to this case which may indicate either prostitution
or trafficking. For example, employees of the spa solicited local bars for services. There
was also evidence of high security precautions such as towering fences, multiple security
cameras, and locked entry-ways requiring appointments for access (Polaris Project, n.d.,
International Justice Mission, 2015). Many students, as evident not only in the postpresentation responses, but in the class discussion, were surprised to hear of trafficking
taking place in small Central Illinois towns, not just in large cities or on the coast.
Although not directly stated within the written responses, a significant portion of
the class discussion connected the issue of sex trafficking to their hometowns, especially
in the Chicago-land area, as well as Central Illinois. For instance, a student in the
Communication, Race, and Ethnicity class stated "I didn't realize that it happened in so
many places in the US, as well as so close to where we live ... " Additionally, a student in
the Introduction to Speech Communication course explained, "I have learned that it does
not just happen over seas. It could happen in your own backyard!" Another student wrote
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students expressed the importance of awareness when interacting with a potential
trafficked person. A student in the nursing course explained, "today made me think more
about how I would approach one of these individuals. I always knew it happened but it is
interesting to hear the specific places that it is happening ... " Whereas another student
discussed how the program helped in a potential identification process by stating, "I
know signs to look for in patients that signal human trafficking for sex or labor. I feel
more confident about identifying the signs and intervening." The responses alluding to
this factor were stronger within the nursing and Health Communication course, which
was discussed earlier, but still evident within the other course's responses, especially in
relation to the statistics discussed in the presentation. A student in the Communication,
Race, and Ethnicity course stated, "I've followed trafficking stories in the past and found
this so interesting. I learned more about trafficking within the US and how its [sic] not
always a violent international thing such as in the movie 'Taken."'
Similar to the implications of these responses, not only do the students feel they
can take on the responsibility for change through intervening in a situation of potential
trafficking, but also reporting it to proper organizations and authorities, and promoting
education on the topic area. Many students stated their new knowledge on how and where
to report trafficking which was suggested in the presentation to the National Human
Trafficking Hotline with their phone number. Although students were told they can report
it to police authorities, there may be some issues with trafficking being conflated with
prostitution which can cause complications in the case. As identified by students by the
content of the presentation, the media plays a large role in perpetuating myths about
trafficking that can affect how we know it, how we identify it, and how it is reported/
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handled. Several students addressed this issue in their post-presentation responses when
stating:
The media needs to do a better job of portraying how sex trafficking happens. The
media (like Taken) show it as kidnapping with the white male benevolent
humanitarian saving them there are a lot of myths that need to be debunked for
the public. (Student in the Latina Human Rights and Discourses course)
Another student in the same course explained: "I think the stereotypes of human
trafficking perceived in the media doesn't serve its justice because it happens everywhere
and all around us. It is so connected to rape culture and power in relationships that
happen in our lives."
By linking the issue of trafficking to the myths perpetuated in the media, students
expressed the need for not only a formal education, but to pass on the information learned
to their loved ones and their communities. A student in the Communication, Race, and
Ethnicity course shared how close to home this hits for him in possibly being an issue for
his daughter in the future,
The subject scares the Hell out of me. I am a father and couldn't imagine my
daughter going through this situation. I worry about my child and how I should
raise her to keep her safe. Human trafficking can and does happen anywhere in
the world. It can happen to anyone or anybody ...
The responses provided a foundation of understanding for me as the presenter and
creator of the educational program about their prior knowledge and new knowledge on
the issue of trafficking. However, several responses after the post-presentation responses
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encouraged, to want to help in anti-sex trafficking efforts, the mentality of focusing
efforts on "rescuing victims of sex trafficking" is problematic. This can be avoided when
being advocates for those sex-trafficked while the survivor's agency is always at the core
of anti-trafficking efforts.
After reflecting upon this project, one major change I would make to the program
would be to include more testimonies from those trafficked. This would help further the
understanding of trafficking relationships being complicated. A main concern I had
during this session was that I was not providing an adequate amount of information,
which, despite my concern is not necessarily true. Students, for example, in relation to
my concern about providing more testimonies, v1ere extremely drawn to the one
presented in the interview with Tanya Street. The students demonstrated a much fuller
understanding, afterward, of the complexities of trafficking (including intersectionality of
identities as well as the complicated relationships between traffickers and trafficked
persons). By providing more testimonies, if allotted more time, participants would have a
better understanding of the complexities and multiple realities of trafficking, which can
ultimately help them grow as responsible and ethical advocates.
Another limitation that arose within this program was how to address benevolent
humanitarian syndrome not only from discursive constructions in anti-trafficking work,
but also with the students, and myself as the instructor. Many students in each course
identified the need for encouraging agency for those trafficked by being responsible and
ethical advocates against trafficking. Although this can be a step in the right direction, a
concern arises that students may feel after a 30-70 minute presentation that they "know it
all" and are determined to "save the world." I, myself, as the researcher feel conflicted
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Appendix A
Power-Point Presentations
General Education Lecture: What is Human Trafficking?
Lecture: Human trafficking involves an act of recruiting, transporting, transferring,
harboring, or receiving a person through the use of force, coercion, or other means, for
the purpose of exploitation (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime). This lecture
focuses on unpacking the basic umbrella definition of human trafficking as a whole while
addressing some common misconceptions with the definition. The importance of
understanding what human trafficking is provides a foundation to educate the types of
trafficking, especially on a local level (United States-context).
Objectives/ Goals: This lecture and the following activities should allow participants to:
Unpack the umbrella definition of human trafficking
•

Explain how smuggling and human trafficking are not the same
Identify statistics relating to human trafficking
Identify and de-bunk myths surrounding common discourses of trafficking

Procedure: Before diving into the lecture, assign the designated activities to participants
to complete. After completing the lecture after these activities, and before debriefing the
participants, provide the concluding journal prompt reflecting upon their initial
understanding of the issue, as well as what they have learned or how they feel about
human trafficking and/or the statistics discussed. After the lecture is presented and the
activities are assigned, initiate an informal debriefing session, one by one, depending on
the size of the group, ask them to briefly share one thing they have learned about human
trafficking that they did not understand prior to the lecture.
Rationale: This lecture serves as a foundation for the rest of the workshop by providing
the general definition of human trafficking. Before diving into the complexities of human
trafficking such as the different types, where it occurs, etc. it is important for participants
to "be on the same page" with understanding what trafficking is. For participants' desired
extrinsic goals to better understand human trafficking and how it personally affects them,
this portion of the presentation will be the core content for them.
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University of Illinois Power-Point
Presentation

Slide 1

Si.avEry was abolished
150 years ago ...

,.,,

;
) and yet then'; are mort; ''
•(· .· ,;\ people m slavery today...

!

tharf at any pther time
m our history.

ff(

Amanda Feder
akfoden@gmail.com

Slide 2

is Human Trafficking?
• Human trafficking on a local level
Sex trafficking
,,, Labor Tmfficking

.i.

Sex trafficking: occurs in which a commercial sex
act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in
which a person is induced to perform such act has
not attained 18 years of age. (National Human
Trafficking Resource Center)
*Labor Trafficking: The recruitment, harboring,
transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person
for labor or services, through the use of force,
fraud or coercion for the purpose of subjection into
involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or
slavery"
*Hundreds of cases on the coasts, then about 100
in IL. Blue is below 10, and yellow is in the 50s-70s.
*Does not have to involve the transportation,
migration, or smuggling, of individuals across state
or national borders.
*Does not always include violence directly on the
individual by the trafficker. Manipulation
psychologically.
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Slide 3

Who is Involved in
"'Traffickers
"' Individuals that have been/ are trafficked

Traffickers: We think of a big scary man ... but in all
actuality, anyone can be a trafficker ..
Pimps
Intimate partners/family members
Gangs and criminal networks
Brothel and fake massage business owners and
managers
Growers and crewleaders in agriculture
Labor brokers
Employers of domestic servants
Small business owners and managers
Large factory owners and corporations
Agencies that recruit victims
*Not one person, or group of people that are
traffickers
*can be men and women, of various ages,
socioeconomic backgrounds, ethnicities, foreign
nationals, US citizens, younger, older, etc.
*Trafficked persons becoming a
madams/recruiters.
*with sex trafficking, an emerging amount of
testimonies by individuals that were trafficked
recalled a relationship with their trafficker, which
was easy to reel them in, as well as hard to let
them go.
*Mechanisms such as deception:
-Promise for a better life
-Promise for financial independence,
especially with youth
-Providing for families back at home
*Individuals that are trafficked:
*Not one person, or group of people that are
trafficked.
*Men, women, children, foreign nationals, US
citizens, young, older, any socioeconomic
background, etc.
*Typically, though there are themes:
undocumented immigrants; runaway and homeless
youth; victims of trauma and abuse; refugees and
individuals fleeing conflict; and oppressed,
marginalized, and/or impoverished groups and
individuals.
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Slide 4
Internationally to our own backyards.

Fake massage parlors
Restaurants
Backpage.com/ craigslist
Adult film
Truck stops
Private residences
Hotels
Motels
School campuses
Traveling sales crews
Domestic worker trafficking
Construction work

Slide 5
Demand

Commodiflcation
Not easy to identify
Victim blaming

Prostitution has been around forever. A greatnot so secret- secret. Adult film industry
Cheap service= higher demand
Hard to identify since there are respectable
jobs that are worked by independent
individuals, or, individuals that are trafficked.
Can't look at someone selling magazines door
to door and automatically say they are an
individual that is trafficked.
Traffickers are able to manipulate and
dehumanize individuals that are trafficked,
which makes making them a commodity easier.
Think: Drugs and other substances to sell are a
one way model of business, trafficking can use
someone over and over and over again, just
reeling in profit.
Remember the signs to be able to identify a
potential victim of trafficking.
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Slide 6
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" Powerpoint and pamphlet covering what \Ve discussed and
MUCH more!
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Links to other human traHlcking resources
\iVays to report trafficking

* ht..t.p.:/ i_w.w.w.,J_~f'.1J.tj.t!; ,o.,.u~i.prQg.r.gn1~/hum.an.tE-l.flid~in.gido
('Sf'The Role of rhP Nnr::-:.e in Combatin~ Human 25 i.p

df
General information about identifying individuals that \Vere/
are trafficked, and how, as nurses, to report it.
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Health and
Communication Power
Point Presentation

Slide 1

Amanda Feder
akfeden@gmail.com

Slide 2

• Human trafficking on a local level
• Sex trafficking
• Labor Trafficking

*Sex trafficking: occurs in which
a commercial sex act is induced
by force, fraud, or coercion, or
in which a person is induced to
perform such act has not
attained 18 years of age.
(National Human Trafficking
Resource Center)
*Labor Trafficking: The
recruitment, harboring,
transportation, provision, or
obtaining of a person for labor
or services, through the use of
force, fraud or coercion for the
purpose of subjection into
involuntary servitude, peonage,
debt bondage, or slavery"
*Hundreds of cases on the
coasts, then about 100 in IL.
Blue is below 10, and yellow is
in the 50s-70s. *Does not have
to involve the transportation,
migration, or smuggling, of
individuals across state or
national borders.
*Does not always include
violence directly on the
individual by the trafficker.
Manipulation psychologically.
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Slide 3

Traffickers: Usually portrayed as a big,
intimidating, male, and a stranger ... but in all
actuality, anyone can be a trafficker ..
Pimps
Intimate partners/family members
Gangs and criminal networks
Brothel and fake massage business owners and
managers
Labor brokers
Employers of domestic servants
Small business owners and managers
Large factory owners and corporations
Agencies that recruit victims
~--------------------'*Not one person, or group of people that are
traffickers
*Can be men and women, of various ages,
socioeconomic backgrounds, ethnicities, foreign
nationals, US citizens, younger, older, etc.
*Trafficked women becoming a madam.
*with sex trafficking, an emerging amount of
testimonies by individuals that were trafficked
recalled a relationship with their trafficker, which
was easy to reel them in, as well as hard to let
them go.

*Mechanisms such as deception:
-Promise for a better life
-Promise for financial independence, especially
with youth
-Providing for families back at home
Individuals that are trafficked:
*Not one person, or group of people that are
trafficked.
*men, women, children, foreign nationals, US
citizens, young, older, any socioeconomic
background, etc.
*Typically, though there are themes:
undocumented immigrants; runaway and
homeless youth; victims of trauma and abuse;
refugees and individuals fleeing conflict; and
oppressed, marginalized, and/or impoverished
groups and individuals.
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Slide 4

* Internationally to our own backyards.

Fake massage parlors
Restaurants
Backpage.com/ craigslist
Adult film
Truck stops
Private residences
Hotels
Motels
School campuses
Traveling sales crews
Domestic worker trafficking
Construction work

Slide 5

Why
$Demand
~ Commodification
~ Not easy to identify
Victim blaming

Prostitution has been around
forever. A great-not so secretsecret. Adult film industry
Cheap labor means cheap
products
Hard to identify since there are
respectable jobs that are
worked by independent
individuals, or, individuals that
are trafficked.
Can't look at someone selling
magazines door to door and
automatically say they are an
individual that is trafficked.
Traffickers are able to
manipulate and dehumanize
individuals that are trafficked,
which makes making them a
commodity easier.
Think: Drugs and other
substances to sell are a one way
model of business, trafficking
can use someone over and over
and over again, just reeling in
profit.
Remember the signs to be able
to identify a potential victim of
trafficking.
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Slide 6

Health care professionals may ene&uiner vlctlms wh11 are seti1dng
trutment for injury or illness in emergency departments, urgent care,
dlnics, and community health centers,
1111 However, healt!i care professiona!s may Mt recognize youth in
their care who are at risk of or are victims of these crimes.
111

Ahealth care workforce with appropriat0 training could help
prevent further !!xploltation and negative health consequences.

lnstituteofMedicine, 2013

Slide 7
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Powerpoint and pamphlet covering what we discussed and
MUCH more!
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• Links to other human trafficking resources
• Ways to report trafficking

* http;Jl:w~'.W. drf.r;;tilt?JLu;;/pmgmm;;/h.nm?Ptrilfl:kk1ng/gq
cs/The Role of the Nurse in Combating Hmnan.25 1,J,?_
df
• General information about identifying individuals that were/
are trafficked, and how, as nurses, to report it.
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Slide 1

Race,

and Communication

*At least 20.9 million adults and children are
bought and sold worldwide into commercial sexual
servitude, forced labor and bonded labor.2
*About 2 million children are exploited every year
in the global commercial sex trade.3
*Almost 6 in 10 identified trafficking survivors were
trafficked for sexual exploitation.4
*Women and girls make up 98% of victims of
trafficking for sexual exploitation.5

Slide 2

*Sex trafficking: occurs in which a commercial sex
act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in
which a person is induced to perform such act has
not attained 18 years of age. (National Human
Trafficking Resource Center)
*Labor Trafficking: The recruitment, harboring,
transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person
for labor or services, through the use of force,
fraud or coercion for the purpose of subjection into
involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or
slavery"
*Hundreds of cases on the coasts, then about 100
in IL. Blue is below 10, and yellow is in the 50s-70s.
*Does not have to involve the transportation,
migration, or smuggling, of individuals across state
or national borders.
*Does not always include violence directly on the
individual by the trafficker. Manipulation
psychologically.
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Traffickers: We think of a big scary man, ,but in all
actuality, anyone can be a trafficker,,
Pimps
Intimate partners/family members
Gangs and criminal networks
Brothel and fake massage business owners and
managers
Growers and crewleaders in agriculture
Labor brokers
Employers of domestic servants
Small business owners and managers
Large factory owners and corporations
Agencies that recruit victims
*Not one person, or group of people that are
traffickers
*can be men and women, of various ages,
socioeconomic backgrounds, ethnicities, foreign
nationals, US citizens, younger, older, etc
*Trafficked persons can become madams/
recruiters
*with sex trafficking, an emerging amount of
testimonies by individuals that were trafficked
recalled a relationship with their trafficker, which
was easy to reel them in, as well as hard to let
them go,
*Mechanisms such as deception:
-Promise for a better life
-Promise for financial independence,
especially with youth
-Providing for families back at home
*Individuals that are trafficked:
*Not one person, or group of people that are
trafficked,
*men, women, children, foreign nationals, US
citizens, young, older, any socioeconomic
background, etc
*Typically, though there are themes:
undocumented immigrants; runaway and homeless
youth; victims of trauma and abuse; refugees and
individuals fleeing conflict; and oppressed,
marginalized, and/or impoverished groups and
individuals,
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Slide 4

Fake massage parlors
Restaurants
Backpage.com/ craigslist
Adult film
Truck stops
Private residences
Hotels
Motels
School campuses
Traveling sales crews
Domestic worker trafficking
Construction work

Slide 5
*Prostitution has been around forever. A great-not
so secret- secret. Adult film industry
*Cheap labor means cheap products
Hard to identify since there are respectable jobs
that are worked by independent individuals, or,
individuals that are trafficked.
*Can't look at someone selling magazines door to
door and automatically say they are an individual
that is trafficked.
*Traffickers are able to manipulate and
dehumanize individuals that are trafficked, which
makes making them a commodity easier.
*Think: Drugs and other substances to sell are a
one way model of business, trafficking can use
someone over and over and over again, just reeling
in profit.
*Remember the signs to be able to identify a
potential victim of trafficking.

Slide 6

What is surprising about these statistics?
How does this compare to your initial
understanding of trafficking?
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Slide 7

Trade: Look at who is trafficked, who the
controllers are, how it happens, and how the
problem is resolved.
-What were some themes?
-What role does race and ethnicity play in
this?
Her Story: Who is trafficked, who the controllers
are, how it happened, solution?
-What surprised you with this?
-ME: I noticed a lot oftestimonies are
shared from a white, US, middle and upper class
females who were "tricked" and possibly
"kidnapped"

Slide 8

Slide 9
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Slide 1

Latina Human Rights
Discourses & Introduction to
Speech Communication
*At least 20.9 million adults and children are
bought and sold worldwide into commercial
sexual servitude, forced labor and bonded
labor.2
*About 2 million children are exploited every
year in the global commercial sex trade.3
*Almost 6 in 10 identified trafficking survivors
were trafficked for sexual exploitation.4
*Women and girls make up 98% of victims of
trafficking for sexual exploitation.5

Slide 2

Sex trafficking: occurs in which a commercial
sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion,
or in which a person is induced to perform
such act has not attained 18 years of age.
(National Human Trafficking Resource Center)
Labor Trafficking: The recruitment, harboring,
transportation, provision, or obtaining of a
person for labor or services, through the use
of force, fraud or coercion for the purpose of
subjection into invoiuntary servitude,
peonage, debt bondage, or slavery"
Hundreds of cases on the coasts, then about
100 in IL. Blue is below 10, and yellow is in the
50s-70s.
Does not have to involve the transportation,
migration, or smuggling, of individuals across
state or national borders.
Does not always include violence directly on
the individual by the trafficker. Manipulation
psychologically.
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Slide 3
Sex Trafficking Victims by Race

Slide4

What is surprising about these
statistics?

(Links Listed are to the film trailer, Tricked,
and the interview with Tanya Street
Trade: Look at who is trafficked, who the
controllers are, how it happens, and how the
problem is resolved.
-What were some themes?
-What role does race and ethnicity play in
this?
Her Story: Who is trafficked, who the
controllers are, how it happened, solution?
-What surprised you with this?
-ME: I noticed a lot oftestimonies are shared
from a white, US, middle and upper class
females who were "tricked" and possibly
"kidnapped"

Slide 5
What?
On Campus
o Host an event
o Sell art, crafts, etc.
for fund raising
o If you live in a
residence hall,
propose an
information board on
sex trafficking!
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Slide 1

Latina Human Rights and
Discourses & Introduction to
Speech Communication
*At least 20.9 million adults and children are
bought and sold worldwide into commercial
sexual servitude, forced labor and bonded
labor.2
*About 2 million children are exploited every
year in the global commercial sex trade.3
*Almost 6 in 10 identified trafficking survivors
were trafficked for sexual exploitation.4
*Women and girls make up 98% of victims of
trafficking for sexual exploitation.5

Slide 2

Sex trafficking: occurs in which a commercial
sex act is induced by force, fraud, 01· coercion,
or in which a person is induced to perform
such act has not attained 18 years of age.
(National Human Trafficking Resource Center)
Labor Trafficking: The recruitment, harboring,
transportation, provision, or obtaining of a
person for labor or services, through the use
of force, fraud or coercion for the purpose of
subjection into involuntary servitude,
peonage, debt bondage, or slavery"
Hundreds of cases on the coasts, then about
100 in IL Blue is below 10, and yellow is in the
50s-70s.
Does not have to involve the transportation,
migration, or smuggling, of individuals across
state or national borders.
Does not always include violence di1-ectly on
the individual by the trafficker. Manipulation
psychologically.
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Slide 3

What is
statistics?

Slide 4

{links listed are to the film trailer, Tricked,
and the interview with Tanya Street
Trade: Look at who is trafficked . who the
controllers are, how it happens, and how the
problem is resolved.
-What were some themes?
-What role does race and ethnicity play in
this?

these

Her Story: Who is trafficked, who the
controllers are, how it happened, solution?
-What surprised you with this?
-ME: I noticed a lot of testimonies are shared
from a white, US, middle and upper class
females who were "tricked" and possibly
"kidnapped"

Slide 5

What?
On Campus
0
0

Host an event
Sell art,

etc.

for fundraising
0

If you live in a
residence hall,

propose an
information board on
sex
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Appendix B
Pre-and-Post Presentation Response Sheets
Assessing Prior Knowledge of Human Trafficking: Pre-Presentation Response:
Objectives/ Goals: This activity allows participants the opportunity to:
•
•

Reflect and write out their understanding of the general factors involved in human
trafficking both before and after the lecture portion of this session.
Being a two-part activity, participants can reflect upon their initial understanding
of human trafficking and conclude with a reflection of their previous
understanding with new knowledge gained from the lecture.

Procedure: Before the lecture, assign participants to answer their understanding of
trafficking. Explain that you will unpack each of these throughout the lecture, and
proceed with the content portion of the workshop for this unit. After the lecture, ask
participants to answer the same prompt with their new knowledge while reflecting
upon their initial understanding of trafficking and where these understandings
originated. At the end of the activity, collect both sheets to assess if the participants
demonstrated that they understood the material, through their writing.
Rationale; Human trafficking is a complex issue that occurs in every area of the
world. It has been portrayed on television, in films, on websites, etc. Various
constructions of the issue have been formed :.ind sometimes manipulated, which can
further exploit those involved/ affected by human trafficking. It is important for
students to reflect upon their previous knowledge after learning about and discussing
the issue of trafficking so they can identify how others may perceive trafficking well.
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Pre-Presentation Response Sheet
When instructed to, reflect upon what you know about human trafficking. Explain
briefly how you know this information.
•
•
•
•

What is trafficking?
Who is involved in trafficking (who is/ can be trafficked, who are the
traffickers, etc.)?
Where does trafficking occur?
Why does trafficking occur?
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Post-Presentation Response Sheet
When instructed to, reflect upon what you know about human trafficking after this
session. Refer to presentation materials when possible.

What is trafficking?
Who is involved in trafficking (who is/ can be trafficked, who are the traffickers,
etc.)?

Where does trafficking occur?
Why does trafficking occur?
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Appendix C: Program Activities
Chalkboard Warm-Up Exercise:
Objectives/Goals: This activity, adapted from the Illinois Coalition Against Sexual
Assault training manual serves several purposes.
•

•

•

Participants can brainstorm and describe the ways "sex" "sex trafficking"
and those involved in trafficking are constructed within common
discourses surrounding trafficking.
Participants can reflect upon their own sources of knowledge in regards to
trafficking to later identify throughout the presentation limitations within
common discourses surrounding trafficking.
After participating in this activity, participants can apply their knowledge
of these common assumptions in :dentifying problematic constructions of
trafficking within the media portrayals activity.

Procedure: After distributing the Pre-Presentation Response sheet, write out four
sections on the chalkboard/ white board. The categories include, and proceeding in order,
"Sex," "Sex Trafficking," "Traffickers/ Controllers," and "Trafficked Persons." Ask
participants to identify either their own or their observations of how each category is
generally discussed by using adjectives. Afterwards, explain how the ways in which we
describe "Sex" and "Sex Trafficking" can be equally aggressive and androcentric.
Transition into the Power-Point presentation.
Rationale: By starting off the presentation with this activity, participants are able to ease
into a discussion which entails mentally and emotionally heavy materials. The language
used within this activity can then be transferred to the other activities utilized within the
presentation to aide participants in making connections between materials.
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Goals:

should
•
•
•

able to:

many
cons of these "red flags" and checklist to practice critical
Demonstrate ways to be ethical and responsible advocates through breaking down
checklist and applying their knowledge to possible scenarios where
witness a case of trafficking.

Procedure: After the Power-Point presentation has concluded, pass out copies of the
DFC Nursing Toolkit Checklist, which can be accessed by this link, to participants in
groups of 2-3:

Have students go through each page of the toolkit with their new knowledge from the
Power-Point Presentation to identify the pros of the checklist, as well as the possible cons
and limitations within the checklist.
Rationale: By presenting participants with a tangible checklist, as a group, we are able to
identify pros and cons within the checklist used as a resource by some health care
administrators. This checklist can be kept by students to later refer to and apply their new
knowledge and critical thinking skills to further assist them in becoming responsible and
ethical advocates.
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to:
"'
"'
"'
fl

e

Power-Point lecture to developing ways to
what they have
from
combat issues of trafficking.
and describe who "Sweetie" is
does.
Identify and explain what webcam child sex tourism is, while discussing
web-access trafficking.
Describe why there is a shift of focus on the "demand side" of sex tourism
Explain the complexities behind this developing issue in relation to sex
trafficking.

P:rocedu:re: Have participants watch the video link located on
"''--''""'"~-'"after

the Power-Point lecture. Have students write a brief description of the

following:
11
11

•
•

Who "Sweetie" is and what "she" does
What webcam child sex tourism is
Why there is a shift of focus to the "demand" side of sex tourism"
The complexities behind this developing issue.

Rationale: This activity provides an opportunity to apply their general understanding of
sex trafficking to working with media in underst::tnding to catch online "Johns." By
utilizing critical thinking, and applying this new knowledge, participants can start to
develop a further understanding of various issues that relate to sex trafficking and why it
is difficult to catch/ identify in some cases. For participants, that desire to continue on to
the as an "ethical advocate,'' they can gain a fuller understanding of what creative skills
are being applied in the effort to abolish human trafficking.
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Media

of Trafficking
Goals: After

111

"
"'
•

and

Well

activity, participants should be able to:

Identify themes of how trafficking is portrayed in
media.
Explain how media portrayals can differ
other realities of trafficking.
Explain who is portrayed as the "savior" within discourses of trafficking and how
it connects to benevolent humanitarian syndrome.
Identify racialized and ethnic depictions of trafficking.

Procedure: After the Power-Point presentations, the chalkboard activity, and the
"Sweetie" activity, present the following videos:

Trade film trail er:

='e"c''--'-'.c..:..:_..:..:_c,.L.."'-'==,-=--"'~--'-"---'-'"""=-"-'-'----'-"-="'"'""·"-'-··''=·'"""'"-'"•···'-

Goodnight, Travel Well - The Killers: ~=c.:...2.:.:..:....::..:..;...==="'~~=~'---'--"---'-~~=
Ask students to describe how trafficking is portrayed and who is involved in trafficking
and how they are depicted. Explain how the "third world women" in the clips are
portrayed, matching many media constructions of trafficking, as well as who the
traffickers are. Then, transition into the Tanya Street interview.

Rationale: Within a short amount of time, such as a class period, participants are able to
witness how trafficking is depicted within popular media film clips. Both media
examples construct the "third world women" as lielpless, dirty, young, and in need of a
savior. Traffickers are depicted as male, criminalistics, strangers who kidnapped the girls.
By presenting both clips, within the discussion, students can make connections between
their previous understandings of trafficking shared within the chalkboard activity, and
information shared within the power-point presentations.
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Video

Street Interview

Ob,jectives/

After this activity, participants should be able to:
this is a case of sex trafficking

•

*

to

Express understanding during writing and discussion of the role "victim blaming"
plays in some sex trafficking cases.
Identify the
flags" commonly found in cases of sex trafficking and state
m
responses.

Procedure: Play the interview with Tanya Street with the following link
Next, assign participants to answer the questions (and/or prompt) on the following
worksheet, and discuss in-group their answers. Then debrief on the multi-faceted
relationships trafficked persons can have with traffickers, and why victim blaming is
problematic, specifically in cases of sex trafficking.
Rationale: Segments of the case presented, as well as themes between sex trafficking
cases, are evident within this interview with Tanya Street, a survivor of sex
trafficking in the U.S. One topic that was touched on during the interview was her
relationship with her trafficker and victim blaming. It is important for participants to
recognize common discourses, and structural actions that enforce blame upon the
victim/ survivor, resulting in a cycle of oppression. Auditory learners will greatly
benefit from this activity in understanding complexities in local sex trafficking from a
survivor's point of view.
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Video Activity: Tanya Street Interview
After watching the Tanya Street interview, record your initial reactions to the
discussion. State and discuss the complexities and signifiers of Tanya's case being
one of sex trafficking. Next, explain the role "victim blaming" played in Tanya's
case, and how it can affect the way victims are treated, culturally and within a justice
system. Finally reflect upon some "red flags" that were identifiable in Tanya's case
that contributed to her ability to escape.

